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Abstract—In cloud computing, workloads that lease instances
on demand get to execute exclusively for a set time. In contrast,
workloads that lease spot instances execute until a competing
workload outbids the current lease. Spot instances cost less than
on-demand instances, but few workloads can use spot instances
because of the variable leasing period. We present BOSS, a
framework that uses spot instances to reduce costs for in-memory
storage workloads. BOSS uses on-demand instances to createand
update objects. It uses spot instances to handle read-only queries.
BOSS leases instances from multiple sites and exploits varying
prices between the sites. When spot instances stop abruptly
at one site, BOSS places newly created objects at other sites,
reducing the impact on response time. BOSS proposes a novel,
online replication approach (1) avoids placing data at too many
sites and (2) provides O(1.5)-competitive ratio under skewed
cost distributions. Within a site, BOSS manages the tradeoff
between savings and risks from replicating to spot instances. We
implemented BOSS on top of Cassandra and deployed it on up
to 78 instances across 8 sites in Amazon and Google clouds. With
BOSS hosting TPC-W data, we spent $8 per hour on Amazon.
For the same service, we spent $55 per hour to use ElastiCache
and $49 per hour to use only instances leased on demand. BOSS
saved 85% and 84% respectively. Further, BOSS achieved 95th

percentile response time within 10% of ElastiCache.

I. I NTRODUCTION

In-memory storage is vital for cloud services that respond
to queries interactively, especially services with users spread
all over the world. By 2018, the market for in-memory
storage will exceed $13B, reflecting sustained growth of 43%
annually [13]. Memcached, Cassandra and Redis are open
source software packages commonly used to store data in
memory [29]. Increasingly, clients prefer managed platforms
that expose a networked API for creating, reading and writing
data while handling replication and availability on behalfof
their clients. Amazon ElastiCache [3], MemCachier [6], and
MemCached Cloud [21] are examples of managed in-memory
storage platforms.

Managed platforms can lease bundles of memory and
CPU, calledinstances, from infrastructure-as-a-service (IAAS)
clouds. For example, Memcachier leases from Amazon,
Google, Rackspace and Azure [6]. The most common type of
leases are for on-demand instances, where workloads get ex-
clusive access to an instance for a set time. In-memory storage
can lease on-demand instances for a long time to retain data
stored in main memory. However, using on-demand instances
is expensive for two reasons. First, on-demand prices include

a surcharge for exclusive access because IAAS clouds can
not use instances leased on demand to execute other (perhaps
more profitable) workloads. Second, large in-memory storage
capacity often leads to idle processing capacity. For example,
in 2010, TripAdvisor spent 8% of its equipment budget on
350 GB of in-memory storage [12]. These servers could have
processed 5B lookups per day but actually processed only
1B— 80% of the processing capacity was unused [12].

Spot instances provide another option for leasing resources
from IAAS clouds. With spot instances, workloads get ex-
clusive access to an instance only until a competing workload
outbids the lease price. There is no surcharge for exclusiveac-
cess because the IAAS cloud can revoke the lease at any time.
As a result, Amazon EC2 spot instances can cost 90% less
than on-demand instances [2]. However, to use spot instances,
workloads must be allowed to stop abruptly at any time.
Also, workloads shall be able to delay their execution when
prices for spot instances rise. Prior research has addressed
these challenges for data processing workloads that tolerate
slow execution time [24]. These workloads, e.g., map-reduce
jobs, include recovery techniques that can resume execution
whenever they regain access to spot instances. If IAAS clouds
provide a short warning, workloads can use virtual machine
migration to pause and resume their work [23], [25], [14].
This research could help in-memory storage avoid losing data
when spot instances stop abruptly. However, other than storing
data, spot instances are also used for query processing. It is
challenging to process incoming queries when spot instances
are unavailable without relying on pricey on-demand instances.

If in-memory storage platforms can not procure spot in-
stances after failure, there are a few choices: (1) accept slower
response time and possible data loss, (2) replace spot instances
with on-demand instances, negating savings, or (3) move data
and workload to other IAAS clouds where prices are cheaper.
Spot prices on Amazon differ by up to 132% between its US
East, US West, European and Asian sites [1]. (We use the
word site to refer to an IAAS cloud). Further, spot market
prices change over time at each site. Savvy workloads can
reduce costs by constantly shifting data between sites to use
the cheapest spot instance. However, too much data migration
can increase costly inter-site network bandwidth.

This paper presentsBOSS, aBlendedOn-demand andSpot
Storage framework for in-memory storage. In BOSS, leased



on-demand instances process state-changing queries, e.g., ob-
ject creation. Spot instances process read-only queries. This
design reduces costs for in-memory storage serving mostly
read-only queries and avoids data hazards (e.g., incomplete
writes). The challenge for BOSS is the response time. When
spot instances stop abruptly, re-dispatching read-only queries
could overwhelm surviving instances. BOSS uses data repli-
cation between sites and within sites to anticipate the effects
of variable leasing time. First, when BOSS creates objects,
it places them at sites where spot instances are available.
This shifts queries away from sites without spot instances.
BOSS also balances query rates between sites by replicating
heavily accessed objects to more sites than lightly accessed
objects. This reduces the impact when spot instances at one
site fail. However, placing objects at too many sites wastesin-
memory storage on redundant data. We devised a novel, online
replication approach that considers (1) the expected cost saving
from replicating an object to more sites and (2) the spare
capacity available for additional replication. Our approach
profiles query rates for newly created objects and historical
spot prices to model cost. If the statistical distribution of cost
savings is exponential, our approach is O(1+ ω

|kd |
)-competitive

whereω is the reserved storage ratio and|kd | is the default
replication factor. Our competitive ratio improves for any
distribution more skewed than exponential.

Within a site, BOSS fully replicates data over spot and on-
demand instances. BOSS exploits fast internal cloud networks
that do not charge for intra-site bandwidth. When spot in-
stances fail, their queries can be served by any other instances.
BOSS allows users to trade response times for cost savings,
like portfolio management. Users can use backup on-demand
instances to mitigate risk. BOSS provides an efficiency frontier
that helps users manage cost and risk.

We prototyped BOSS in Cassandra [18] and evaluated its
costs on Amazon and Google clouds. In the prototype,|kd|= 2.
Thus, in the worse case, the performance of BOSS’s inter-site
replication is O(1.5)-competitive. On Amazon, our evaluation
observes BOSS over 17 weeks under real spot instance prices.
We compared BOSS to (1) ElastiCache, Amazon’s managed
in-memory store, (2) an auto-scaled in-memory storage imple-
mented atop Amazon EC2 and (3) a recent research proposal
based on virtual machine migration [14]. We deployed up
to 78 Amazon EC2 instances across 8 sites. Results show
that BOSS costs 85% less than ElastiCache while achieving
comparable 95th percentile response time (within 13%). BOSS
cost 84% less than autoscaled in-memory storage using on-
demand instances. Further, BOSS increases average utilization
per leased instance by 60% compared to ElastiCache. Over
17 weeks on Amazon, BOSS never lost data. Google Cloud
reduces savings by charging a fixed price for spot instances.
We used BOSS on Google Cloud, and costs were 56% lower
than using only on-demand instances.

The contributions for this paper are:

- We present a novel framework for in-memory storage that
blends reliable on-demand instances and cheap spot instances.

Fig. 1: Prices for instances leased on demand and spot markets
in Amazon IAAS clouds.

- We show that inter-site replication can mitigate the effects of
spot instance failures.

- We prove that our online replication algorithm is at least
O(1+F( ω

|kd |
))-competitive.

- We present a design that achieves high throughput and han-
dles spot instance failures by dispatching read queries to spot
instances and state change queries to on-demand instances.

- We show that using an efficiency frontier of cost savings and
response time variations can manage the risk/saving tradeoff.

- Using real spot instances from Amazon and Google, we show
that our framework can significantly reduce costs compared to
other managed in-memory storage platforms.

II. OVERVIEW

BOSS provides Internet services with managed in-memory
storage. It supports queries that create, read and write data
objects, but controls the mapping of data objects to instances
(i.e., it controls data replication). BOSS leases on-demand and
spot instances from infrastructure-as-a-service (IAAS) clouds.
Normally, these IAAS clouds are located at geographically
diverse sites where regional factors, e.g., electricity prices,
affect instance prices. BOSS assumes that each site supports:

1) High-speed internal networks that allow instances hosted
in the same site to communicate without cost.

2) Instances can be leased on demand at any time.
3) Spot instances require winning bids. Bidders can lose

many times before winning a lease. Further, spot in-
stances can be stopped at any time.

Figure 1 plots the average lease price for on-demand and spot
instances at 5 Amazon EC2 sites [1]. We show snapshots for
two days (Jan. 30 and Feb. 30, 2015). On demand prices
differed by 42% between US East and Asia Singapore, but
within a single site, prices were stable. In contrast, US East
provided the cheapest spot instances on Jan. 30 while Asia
SGP had the cheapest spot instances on Feb. 30.

BOSS targets in-memory storage with these features:
1) Data objects are accessed frequently enough to exceed

the CPU capacity of a single instance.
2) Objects are created and retired frequently. Total storage

capacity needed for all objects is stable.
3) Read-only queries are more frequent than queries to

create and update objects.
In-memory storage is usually reserved for data objects ac-
cessed very frequently. The most popular objects have peak



Fig. 2: The BOSS framework.

query rates 12X larger than the average object [29]. BOSS
assumes that objects with low access rates should be evictedto
cheaper storage, e.g., SSD. Newly created objects are normally
accessed more often than older objects, so LRU replacement
policies can manage eviction and maintain stable storage
capacity [29]. In addition to LRU, in-memory storage enforces
time-to-live (TTL) thresholds. In the Google cluster, morethan
95% of objects are retired or evicted within 7 days [5].

Figure 2 highlights software that manages inter-site and
intra-site replication in BOSS. Within a site, a query dis-
patch framework sends incoming queries that create or up-
date objects to on-demand instances. This ensures high data
availability. On-demand instances use chain replication [27]
that provides scalable write throughput. Read-only queries are
dispatched to spot instances. BOSS uses an efficiency frontier
to help users manage the ratio of spot instances to on-demand
instances. Spot instances use fast internal networks to fully
replicate data stored on on-demand instances. Across sites,
BOSS uses a cost model to find the best replication policy
for each object. The cost model penalizes sites where spot
instances are unavailable. Inter-site replication also uses an
online algorithm to determine which objects deserve extra
copies (for cost saving). The subsequent sections discuss inter-
site and intra-site replication in detail.

III. I NTER-SITE DATA REPLICATION

Figure 3 shows the life cycle of a data object in BOSS.
When a query that creates an object arrives, BOSS applies
Amazon’s consistent hashing [9] to replicate the object to
multiple sites. Each object must be copied to at least|kd | sites
for availability. User can set|kd|, or follow the default system
configuration. BOSS profiles each object’s query rate during
this initial placement and fits a decay function. Note that,
we use placement and replication interchangeably throughout
this paper. Query rates are normally skewed, e.g., following
exponential models. The profiled query rate and spot prices
from the last 24 hours are fed into a cost model and online
replication algorithm. This produces our final data placement.
Objects stay at their final sites until their TTL times out.

Fig. 3: Inter-site replication in BOSS. This paper focuses on
the cost model and online replication algorithm

BOSS avoids moving data between sites to reduce wide-
area bandwidth. After online replication, objects are placed at
final sites. BOSS can have an increased cost if the final sites
are chosen poorly. The only mechanism in BOSS to mitigate
bad decisions is to recreate the object, e.g., TTL timeout.
In Section V, we compare the design to a recent approach
that moves objects when spot instances fail [14]. The following
focuses on our (1) cost model and (2) replication algorithm.

A. Cost Model

Replication policies can increase storage costs by assigning
objects to sites with highly priced instances. Also, policies that
increase the frequency of inter-site communication increase
storage costs. We model the total cost as a weighted function
of (1) expense to store object at the replication sites and (2)
latency between the sites. Equations 1–5 show the model:
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In these equations,i indexes theith data object andj indexes
the jth site.Ci(k) is the total cost of serving objecti under a
replication policyk, wherek is a set of host sites (e.g.,{US
East, US West, Europe, etc.}). The size of the set|k| is the
replication factor. The total cost is a linear combination of
financial cost (Pi) and inter-site latency (Li) [20]. Parameters
α andβ are weight coefficients. The parameterspt

j(X) capture
the price of instance typeX at timet. The two instance types
are SP and OD. Time t is the tth interval in the TTLT . We
use p j(X) to capture the average price over timeT .

Pi captures the expense of leasing on-demand instances
for writes Pi,w, spot instances for readsPi,r, and the network
bandwidth expenseGi of migrating data between sites. Let
wt

i be the query arrival rate for updates (writes) to objecti.
Also, ĪOD captures the query processing rate per unit time
t for on-demand instances. Thus,Pi,w is the number of on-
demand instances provisioned at each site to handle write
queries. To be sure, BOSS fully replicates data across on-
demand instances.Gi is the multiplication of allocated storage,
the cost of network bandwidth and the frequency of migration.



In BOSS, all objects are allocated the same size container
(4KB). Each object is migrated at most|kd |+ |k| times.

The cost of read-only queries isPi,r. Unlike write queries,
read-only queries are processed by only 1 spot instance
across all sites. Further, BOSS can scale the capacity of spot
instances. Thus, the cost to serve the object is the integralof
the product of the number of spot instances needed for reads
rt

i/ĪSP and cheapest spot instance price at timet. BOSS uses
spot prices from 24 hours prior to estimatept

j(X).
The lowest possible latency of one data operationLi is the

sum of the average write latencylw, multiplied by the number
of replicas (writes applied to all replicas), and the average
read latencylr, plus the routing delaylrouting. Note here,
we calculate the routing delaylrouting based on the average
distance among all selected sites. Also,τ is the percentage of
read-only queries.

B. Online Replication Algorithm

Each BOSS site receives a stream of newly created objects.
After a profiling period, our online algorithm tries to reduce
costs by carefully assigning objects to sites. The key insight
is that: For many objects, over-replication to more than |kd |
sites can reduce costs by serving read-only queries more
cheaply, i.e., ∃k ∈ k : C(kd)>C(k), wherek is the set of all
replication policies. However, BOSS has limited capacity to
over-replicate, i.e.,|k f ull | × I>Ω. Here, k f ull replicates data
objects to all sites,I is total number of objects andΩ is the
total in-memory storage capacity.

The challenge is to maximize cost savings within the capac-
ity budget. Bin packing can solve this problem at a single site.
However, with create queries streaming to all sites, bin packing
algorithms would require BOSS to update spare capacity
between sites every each time an object was updated—using
costly inter-site communication. We preferred a distributed
solution. BOSS allows each site to operate independently by
over allocating space to over-replication. When a site chooses
to over-replicate, it loses a replication slot at all sites.Each site
is tasked with finding the objects with largest cost savings—
even though some spare capacity is stranded. (Later, we show
competitive guarantees despite internal fragmentation).Let ko

be the replication policy with minimum cost. Cost savings
for object i are Ci(kd)−Ci(ko). The online version of this
problem tries to predict the largest objects from a stream [17].
Specifically, for each object, we decide to either (1) replicate
to its lowest cost placementko or (2) stick to the default
replicationkd . Note, we can getko by exhaustively computing
Eq. 5 for all replication policiesk ∈ k.

BOSS uses the multiple choice secretary algorithm [17]
(MCSA) to estimate thenl objects with largest cost saving
from n arrivals. First, BOSS prepares forn incoming objects by
randomly selecting markersmi from the binomial distribution
B(n,1/2) recursively. In each recursion between markers,
BOSS expects to selectnl

2 objects for over-replication. When
nl within a marker region is 1, BOSS observesmi+1−mi

e objects,
records the largest savings and then over-replicates the next
object with greater savings. If the algorithm reaches the last

marker with fewer thannl objects, it chooses any remaining
object with savings larger than the median of selected objects.
C. Performance Analysis: O(1+

ω
kd

)-Competitiveness

BOSS uses MSCA to pick the topnl data objects with
largest cost savings, and over-replicates them across multiple
sites. In this section, we prove that if the data access dis-
tribution follows an exponential distribution, the performance
bound of the algorithm isO(1+

ω
kd

), depending onω (i.e., the

reserved storage factor) and|kd | (i.e., the default replication
factor). First, we need to find the distribution of the cost.

Lemma III.1. Assuming the data access distribution (denoted
by x) follows an exponential distribution x ∼ Exp(λ ), and
the spot price history holds in the replication policy k, then
the cost distribution of the replication policy C(k) follows
exponential distribution C(k) ∼ Exp(µ), where µ is a linear
function of λ .

The spot price is hard to predict, BOSS can only know
sites that have had very low spot prices. To estimate the
cost of one replication policy, we assume the price history
holds during this replication period. In this case, given a fixed
replication policy, the cost of replication policy dependson
the incoming reads and writes. We can estimate the read-to-
write ratio from profiling. Thus, the total cost in Eq. 5 can
be converted into a linear function of data accessesx. If the
data access distributionx is an exponential distribution, then
the cost distributionC(k) is also an exponential distribution (If
x ∼ Exp(λ ), then(ax)∼ Exp(λ/a)). More importantly, if the
cost distribution of any replication policyC(k) is exponential,
the achievable cost savingsC(kd)−C(ko) is also exponential.
This claim can be proved by calculating the joint density
function of two independent exponential distribution, which
is also a density function of an exponential distribution. We
define the competitiveness of BOSS, denoted byf : C(BOSS)=
(1+ f)C(OPT ), whereC(BOSS) and C(OPT ) represent the
total cost of using decisions from BOSS and the offline optimal
solution, respectively. To findf, there are two steps. In the first
step, BOSS uses MSCA to pick the possible topnl objects with
largest cost saving without looking into the future objects. We
need to find out the cost distance between the objects selected
by MSCA and the actual topnl objects.

Lemma III.2. Given any set of non-negative real numbers
ordered by value, and let us have C(γ) equals to the sum of
the largest nl elements in the set. The expected value of the
elements selected by MSCA is at least (1−⊖(

√

1/nl))C(γ).

This is competitiveness of the MCSA online algorithm. Due
to the limited space, we refer the proof in prior research [17].
Lemma III.2 provides the performance competitiveness be-
tween BOSS’s decision and the decision (denoted byγ) of
picking the actual topnl objects. However, this decision may
not be the optimal one. Due to misprediction,γ may not
select the right set ofnl, which leads to wasted storage and
thus less savings. Therefore, our second step is to find the
competitiveness betweenγ and the offline optimal decision.
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Fig. 4: The intra-site configuration design of BOSS. Dashed
circle represents spot instances while solid circles are on-
demand instances.

Theorem III.3. If we only optimally replicate the top nl

objects, as the decision γ , the competitiveness of γ is 1+F(nr),
where F(·) is the CDF of normalized cost saving distribution
and nr is the ratio of objects that are not selected by γ .

The cost savings missed by decisionγ is from optimally
replicating data objects in the set ofnrΩ. In the worse case,γ
may select a subset of objects but we may have enough spare
space to store all data objects optimally. Thus, we can calculate
the competitiveness by accounting how much more normalized
savings that can be achieved if all data are replicated at
their own ko. In a normalized cost saving distribution, the
rate parameter (denoted byv) of F(·) is in (0,1], and the
ratio of unselected objectsnr = ω/|kd |. At last, we have the
competitiveness of BOSS in Theorem III.4.

Theorem III.4. If the data access distribution is exponential,
the competitiveness of BOSS is O(1+

ω
kd

).

Proof. Using Lemma III.1, III.2, and Theorem III.3. We have

C(BOSS) = (1+F(nr))(1−⊖(
√

1/nl))C(OPT )

= (2−e
−v

ω
|kd | )(1−⊖(

√

1/nl))C(OPT )

= (2−e
−v

ω
|kd | −⊖(

√

1/nl)+e
−v

ω
|kd | ×⊖(

√

1/nl))C(OPT)

(Apply Taylor series expansion)

≤ (2−1+v
ω
|kd |

−v2 ω
|kd |

2
/2−⊖(

√

1/nl))C(OPT ),(v ≤ 1)

≤ (1+
ω
|kd |

)C(OPT)

In the worst case, if the spare capacity is running out and
lots of data objects are created, thenw → 1. In our setup, we
follow the replication configuration in Cassandra, in which
|kd | = 2. As a result, the theoretical competitive ratio of our
prototyped BOSS isO(1.5) in the worst case. This competitive
ratio improves for any distribution that are more skewed than
exponential. The skewness indicates that the ratio betweencost
savings from optimally replicating the topnl objects and from
optimally replicating all data objects is higher.

IV. I NTRA-SITE REPLICATION

In Figure 4, BOSS lays out on-demand instances for high
write throughput and spot instances for read throughput. Each

instance runs a local in-memory storage that independently
supports read, write and create operations. The BOSS intra-site
replication protocol describes the prorogation of queriesacross
instances. First, we describe the support for write queries.
Clients route write queries to any on-demand instance. A
hash function parameterized by the query payload determines
a random order of the on-demand instances. BOSS then
processes the query at each on-demand instance in order.
The client can observe her write only after it is processed
by the last on-demand instance [27]. Only if all on-demand
instances within a site store the update, the client then observes
a successful write, indicated by a per-object version number.
The last on-demand instances in the write chain broadcasts
the query to (1) spot instances within the site and (2) other
sites hosting replicas. We use the gossip protocol to update
(possibly failed) spot instances slowly over time [18]. At the
beginning of each period, say 1 minute, all nodes randomly
pair with neighbors and share the latest “gossip” on up-to-date
data versions. This communication protocol helps the system
to scale out and easy to configure for new instances.

Read-only queries are distributed across many spot in-
stances. Clients can query any on-demand instance to learn the
set of active spot and on-demand instances. Read-only queries
should be routed to available spot instances first. However,if
the response time for queries routed to spot instances exceeds
2X the service delay, clients can also route queries to on-
demand instances. Clients are encouraged to randomly choose
between available instances for reads.

BOSS provides causal consistency for clients that send write
queries for an object to only 1 site and use version numbers
for coordination. However, causal consistency degrades read
throughput. Reads should be allowed to return stale data,
following a LazyBase model [7].
A. Risk Management

How many on-demand instances should BOSS lease? By
design, it must lease enough on-demand instances to handle
write throughput. However, when spot instances stop and the
response time increases, clients can direct read-only queries
to active spot and on-demand instances. Over 6-month, we
observed only one on-demand instance stop abruptly. Addi-
tional on-demand instances mitigate the effect of losing spot
instances. However, it also negates cost savings. To quantify
this risk, we measure the performance delays from blended
instances with different ratios of spot to on-demand instances.
To be precise, we run offline experiments that capture average
response time and cost savings during a short period for
each spot-to-on-demand ratio. An mean-to-variation efficiency
frontier plots response time standard deviation to cost savings
mean. Any point on the frontier is an efficient operating
configuration. Users can select specific configuration that fits
their desired risk. In Section V, we show an example of
this frontier from multiple intra-site instance configurations.
Our approach is analogous to portfolio management in the
stock market. One can purchase low risk bond or high risk
stock. Depending on one predefined risk (i.e., the response
time variation), there exists one instance mix that provides the



highest expected return (i.e., cost savings). Note that, based
on the profiling, BOSS bids spot instances every hour.

B. Prototype

We prototyped BOSS as a Cassandra (v2.1.8) node image
and deployed it to serve data processing workloads [18]. We
choose Cassandra to implement BOSS because of its rich APIs
for supporting in-memory workloads and easy configuration
for starting spot instances. Cassandra supports the gossip
protocol to identify and explore connected instances. The
default replication factor|kd | and the TTL in Cassandra are
2 and 7 days, respectively. The reserve ratioω is reset at the
beginning of each TTL to ensure we have enough space to
store all data under the default replication. We have modified
thenodetool to look up IP addresses in other sites for the inter-
site replication. The query dispatcher is implemented in the
Cassandra load balancer. To profile data objects and monitor
the runtime performance, we use Amazon CloudWatch and
the nodetool status command to capture instance utilization,
network delay, and workload statistics. The price meter API
from Amazon provides runtime unit prices, variations and total
expenses of BOSS. BOSS uses the bid price that would have
provided 90% uptime in the previous month. However, a better
bidding price model could help improve the performance of
BOSS. We consider this as an extra layer on top of BOSS for
future work, noting prior work [24], [23].

V. EVALUATION

We evaluated BOSS on IAAS clouds offered by Amazon
and Google that lease both spot and on-demand instances. Real
clouds allow us to study BOSS as spot prices change in the
real world. (To be sure, we can not control price changes in our
evaluation.) Table I provides details about CPU, memory and
prices for the instances used. For spot instances, we reportthe
average winning bid is 0.0096$/H across all sites. For Amazon,
we used 8 sites. Spot instances were 86–92% cheaper than on-
demand instances at the same site. The average lifetime of a
spot instance was 36 minutes and prices between sites were
not correlated. For Google, we used 8 global sites. We focus
on Google pricing later in this section.

We compared BOSS to other systems to show that (1) BOSS
costs less than widely used alternatives and (2) both inter-site
and intra-site replication contribute to cost savings. Below, we
describe baseline systems associated with each category above.
For the remainder of this paper, we will refer to each baseline
using italicized words.

State of the Practice:
Default uses only on-demand instances for all queries.
Consistent hashing is used to replicate data across sites. We
enable autoscaling in Amazon EC2. When the instance is
idle, Amazon checkpoints data to EBS and stops charging
for the on-demand lease.

ElastiCache is Amazon’s managed in-memory storage. It
is used by Internet services like Netflix. We added con-
sistent hashing to support replication across multiple sites.
Amazon autoscaling also reduces costs for ElastiCache.

Migration mimics a recent approach that migrates virtual
machines (VM) across sites when received termination
warning [14]. This approach stops autoscaling by regularly
sending state changes to a central server. Our version
checkpoints internal Cassandra state (not the whole VM).

Alternative BOSS Designs:
InterOnly disables intra-site replication to spot instances.
This approach shows cost savings for inter-site replication
using only on-demand instances.

IntraOnly disables inter-site replication for low cost. It
uses consistent hashing to place objects across sites. Like
BOSS, IntraOnly uses on-demand instances to cover for
failed spot instances.

Oracle discards data profiling and prediction in BOSS,
using future knowledge about the trace to estimate the
effect of perfect workload prediction.

We feed each site workloads based on Google’s clus-
ter cloud traces [5]. We implemented a latency-aware load
balancer to route queries to the nearest site that hosts the
data [11]. It is important to note that nearest site load balance
inflates the cost of serving read-only queries by using spot
instances at more expensive sites. Our evaluation shows this
cost does not negate the benefits of BOSS. The in-memory
workloads used in our evaluation are:

WordCount is a MapReduce (MR) benchmark. It contains
a wordcount MR program and a 10GB trunked Wikipedia
data dump. This workload aims to test the performance for
a large quantity of random key-value pair read.

Database contains TPC-W and simple update queries. It
represents sequential reads on large database files. The
update query writes randomly on popular data objects.

24-hour Performance Analysis. In Figure 5, we show
throughput and average price per instance at 4 sites over 24
hours. The x-axis is adjusted to each site’s local time zone.
When it was daytime at US East (i.e., 8AM to 3PM), spot
instance prices were high (e.g., the mixed price is 0.03 $/H).
Data created during this time period was replicated to other
sites instead of US East. As a result, the throughput at US
East decreased from 4300 QPS (i.e., query per second) to 2000
QPS, while the throughput at EU Ireland and Asia Singapore
increased 26% and 30%, respectively. We further illustratethe
cost reduction impact of BOSS within a single site. Figure 6
illustrates the throughput and the expense of running BOSS in
US West for 24 hours. To highlight the performance of BOSS,
we compare it toDefault andElastiCache. From Figure 6(a),
we observed that BOSS shifts the query rate significantly
over time. Sometimes, BOSS can have more throughput than
Default and ElastiCache (e.g., around hour 4), due to the
performance boost from serving reads on more spot instances.
However, if spot instances fail, reads are routed to the backup
on-demand instances, causing the sharp throughput drop (e.g.,
around hour 8 to 10). By carefully managing the variable
lease time of spot instances, BOSS can significantly reduce
expenses. Illustrated in Figure 6(b), BOSS cuts the cost by



Name HW Specification Average Unit Price ($/H)
Type vCPU Memory US East US West EU IRE EU FFM AP SGP AP TYO AP SYD SA SP

m3.medium on-demand 1 2GB 0.067 0.077 0.073 0.079 0.098 0.096 0.093 0.095
cache.m3.medium Cache 1 2.78GB 0.09 0.094 0.095 0.103 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.115

m3.medium Spot 1 2GB 0.0072 0.0085 0.0102 0.0119 0.014 0.0127 0.0103 0.011

TABLE I: On-demand, cache and spot instance profiles.
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Fig. 6: Performance snapshots between BOSS and Amazon
baselines in US West.

83% on average during this period. The average per-hour
expense of BOSS is 0.17$/H. whileDefault and ElastiCache
cost about 0.43 $/H and 0.6$/H, respectively. ElastiCache is
more expensive than Default because the instance price is
around 10% higher, as shown in Table I.
Cost/Performance Comparison.Figure 7 shows one month
performance and cost comparison between BOSS and all base-
lines. Shown in Figure 7(a), BOSS is 84% lower than Default,
66% lower than InterOnly, 85% lower than ElastiCache, and
50% lower than IntraOnly under the database workload. The
cost savings increase under the read-only wordcount workload.
In both cases, we observe that workload misprediction (an
effect captured byOracle) causes very small increase in cost.
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Fig. 7: One month performance comparison usingdatabase
(first row) andwordcount (second row).

On the performance side, we examine the 95th-percentile
response time of all queries as the latency metric. Figure 7(b)
shows that BOSS has highest response time on both work-
loads, but the extra delay is within 13% and 10% of Default
and ElastiCache, respectively. Although spot instances can
drop frequently, BOSS’s two-layer replication shields it from
massive response time increases.

Figure 8 demonstrates the number of instance leased and
the average utilization from these instances on different in-
memory storage platforms.Default and ElastiCache are usu-
ally over-provisioned with more instances and thus much
lower utilization. InterOnly helps reduce the number of on-
demand instances.IntraOnly boosts per-instance utilization by
offloading reads to spot instances but the total number of on-
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demand instances is still over-provisioned. BOSS consolidates
on-demand and spot instances that lead to high utilization
(above 85%). However, we observe that workload mispre-
diction can noticeably degrade the performance of BOSS,
as comparing BOSS withOracle. Better workload prediction
algorithms could lead to increased resource utilization. It is
worth noting that over 17 weeks of running BOSS on Amazon
EC2, we have never experienced data lost.
Impact of weight coefficients.We have already shown that
BOSS is good at reducing the cost of hosting data services
using blended instances. There are two weight coefficients
(i.e., α andβ ) in the cost model Eq.5 that affect the decision
of picking sites and allocating instances. Instead of evaluating
each one of them independently, we shown the performance
of BOSS by tuningα and β to weight the two metrics
(i.e., expense and latency), as shown in Figure 9. When we
gradually increaseα and decreaseβ , BOSS focus more on the
cost reduction and less on the response time. As a result, the
expense is monotonically decreasing when we look at the tail
of the performance, the 95th-percentile latency is increasing
but slowly. The queuing delay due to the single vCPU is not
affected at the tail performance.
Impact of Profiling Period and Risk Management.During
the profiling phase, how long BOSS shall profile to achieve the
reasonable accuracy while data is placed in sub-optimal sites
is a concern. The longer time spent on profiling, the more
we can predict the access pattern and workload statistics for
certain data objects. We empirically set profiling time to 10%,
20%, 30%, 40% and 50% of TTL for the database workload.
As demonstrated in Figure 10(a), the lowest cost was achieved
at 30%. Normalized expense at each setting was 1.23, 1.15,
1.09, 1.19, 1.34 and 1.51, respectively. Long profiling periods
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were costly, reflecting the importance of inter-site replication.
Figure 10(b) plots the efficiency frontier for the database

workload. We created the frontier offline with repeated ex-
periments. Each point represents 20 experiments conducted
with the same ratio of spot instances to on-demand nodes.
The x-axis captures the variation of response time across the
experiments. The y-axis captures mean cost savings. Points
along the frontier maximize the mean-to-variation, thus are
all good indicators for instance configuration.
Scale-out and Computational Overhead.To test the scale-
out performance of BOSS, we use virtual site, which are
duplicated sites based on the real site profiles from 8 distinct
physical sites of Amazon EC2 and Google Cloud around
the world. Each virtual site hosts 10 on-demand instances
and up to 15 spot instances. The average prices for the
on-demand instance are 0.085$/H and 0.05$/H, and for the
spot instance are 0.0089$/H and 0.02$/H, from Amazon and
Google, respectively. We plot the total expense of using
BOSS to servedatabase workloads from 10 to 50 virtual
sites. Compared to Amazon’s spot instances, Google has a
relative slower expense increase when scaling-out, as shown
in Figure 11. All results show that BOSS can ensure high data
availability by using on-demand instances while reduce costs
by opportunistically using spot instances. As a framework,
BOSS can be applied to increase the utilization of in-memory
storage without understanding and defining workload types.

Another concern is the computing overhead of using the cost
model (Eq. 5) when scaling out. In our current prototype, we
use exhaustive search to find the cost from the site combination
with distinct site profiles. The computation time of searching



the entire space of 8 physical sites is about 8 mins on a
dual-core desktop computer. Note here, although we have 50
virtual sites in this experiment, as their profiles are from 8
distinct physical sites, their computation time is the same. The
computation overhead from exhaustive search grows exponen-
tially when the number of physical sites increases. However,
hosting 8 physical global sites already exceeds the capacity of
95% cloud venders in the world [4]. In future work, we can
use search heuristics [20] to keep the computation overhead
linearized with the number of sites considered.

VI. RELATED WORK

Today’s databases and key-value stores commonly keep all
data in main memory to support interactive data services [29].
Engineers start to build in-memory storages where a significant
part, if not all, of the data fits in memory, such as Google
spanner [8], HStore [15], etc. BOSS contributes to this body
of work with a focus on costs by using blended instances.

When data is fully replicated, request dispatchers can
balance the demands of popular objects. Tsitsiklis and Xu
showed that these properties can be maintained withO(lg(N))
replication, provided replicas are created wisely [26]. Auto-
placer replicates only frequently accessed to reduce replication
overhead and balance workloads [22]. The inter-site designin
BOSS applies partial replication across geo-diverse sitesand
exploits the cost variance from each location. The intra-site
design is close to LazyBase, which serves reads and writes at
degrees of staleness [7].

Load balancing between cloud sites reduces electricity costs,
energy usage and carbon footprint [20]. Distributed online
algorithms can reduce carbon footprints when partial repli-
cation is needed [16], [28], [19], [10]. By exploiting the cost
variance in spot markets, BOSS avoids replicating with high
spot prices, and thus shifts workloads towards cheap sites
without changing the load balancer.

VII. C ONCLUSION

In this paper, we study the problem of lowering costs for in-
memory storage. We design and implement BOSS, a two-layer
framework that blends reliable on-demand instances and cheap
spot instances. BOSS uses an online replication algorithm to
optimally replicate data objects with largest possible cost de-
duction. At the intra-site, BOSS uses on-demand instances to
ensure high data availability while opportunistically using spot
instances to reduce costs. We prototyped BOSS in Amazon
and Google IaaS platforms. Results show that using blended
instances can significantly reduce the cloud expense (84%)
without noticeable performance degradation (less than 13%).
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